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In this digital age, there seems to be more than one way to participate in the act 

of reflection and introspection during the month of Elul. Your clergy have shared 

with you readings from Craig Taubman’s daily Elul email, Jewels of Elul. Google 

“Elul reflections” and you’ll find articles and materials from every denomination 

to help you prepare for the upcoming Days of Awe. Among these resources is that 

of #blogelul, a series of one-word daily reflective prompts from Rabbi Phyllis 

Sommer. Some prompts remain the same year to year, while others vary each 

year. As the 20th day of Elul begins our Shabbat, her prompt is: #Fill. 

What does this mean, you might ask. This prompt can produce different 

responses from person to person. That’s the beauty of Elul. While we all are 

reflecting upon the past year and our hopes for the next, each of us engages in 

this process differently. 

For me, #Fill corresponds to three ideas: Filling our hearts with love, our days with 

joy, and our souls with a sense of awe and wonder. 

A story is told of one of the great rabbis of the Belzer dynasty who died young—in 

the middle of his prime. His sons, two young men, were called on to eulogize their 

father. The first stood up and spoke, concluding his remarks by reflecting that his 

father had been blessed with orekh yamim—length of days. When he returned to 

his seat, his brother turned to him, and asked incredulously, how could the 



brother possibly say that their father was blessed with length of days? He had, 

after all, died a young man. To which the other sibling replied, “You did not listen 

carefully. I did not say that our father was blessed with orekh shanim, length of 

years, but rather that he was blessed with orekh yamim, length of days. He made 

each day long, filling it with love, with learning, and with deeds of kindness. 

Yes, many of us feel that sense of darkness spreading across our country and our 

world with various acts of anti-Semitism and mass shootings. But we are 

commanded in those words of the V’ahavta to love with all of our might. While 

this typically refers to our love of God, perhaps we, too, can commit to love 

ourselves and others with all of our might. Filling our hearts with love means 

surrounding ourselves with people who care for us and for whom we care. Even 

though love is not the sole remedy for the challenges in our country and world, 

when we choose love over hatred, darkness inevitability fades, and light shines a 

new day. 

In our busy lives, we often become immersed in the details: deadlines, meetings, 

the presentation coming up, the report that needs to be written—you know the 

drill. It’s challenging to just stop. Especially during this time of year for your clergy, 

we are locking ourselves in our offices or working offsite on our sermons, 

preparing services and planning programs for this season. And, as Cantor Felder-

Levy noted to one of our support staff this past week, we tend to forget that even 

with the High Holy Days, everything else must get done as well. For me, it’s been 

the start of a new school year, scrambling to find a full teaching staff, meeting 

with committees to ensure a successful year, launching new curricula, onboarding 

new teaching staff, and the list seems to go on. 



But where can we find our joy? My dad always taught me that as long as you 

wake up in the morning and your work doesn’t feel like a chore, you can find joy 

in what you do. So yes, there are the stressors that can fill my life as one of your 

rabbis, but there is so much joy as well: the smiling faces and laughter of our 

students; the hustle and bustle of Sunday mornings with book clubs, lectures, and 

more; the schmoozing that occurs at our Oneg Shabbat; and even what I have 

heard to be a powerful, compelling, and at times even funny Trial of Josephus that 

will take place tomorrow evening. But even beyond the temple walls, I always 

keep my Thursday morning breakfast dates with Michelle and walk Penny on 

these cool mornings. I binge-watch TV on Netflix, play board games with friends, 

and, while sometimes begrudgingly, head to the gym to work out with my 

personal trainer. All of this and more brings me joy. How about you? 

Rabbi David Wolpe notes that are two ways of seeing the world: as if everything 

has a wonder to it, or as if nothing has a wonder to it. To fill our souls with a sense 

of awe and wonder means living with an awareness of the miraculous, an 

awareness of the beyond, re-enchanting the world. Around us each day are little 

and great possibilities for wonder that we tend to overlook. Wonder means to get 

caught up in the amazement of something, to be drawn closer to something that 

you connect with and to embrace the relationship that ensues. Wonder is that 

moment when you are filled with admiration, amazement, or awe. It’s like 

watching a magnificent sunset or seeing your child take her first hesitant steps. 

It’s experiencing the energy and creativity in an innovation session you are 

leading, or the feeling of community you get when you go to social events. 

Wonder is seeing with fresh eyes. 



#Fill. #Elul20. #ShanahTovah. May it be filled with love, joy, and a sense of awe 

and wonder. 

Shabbat Shalom. 


